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1. MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES 
The discovery by Lipkin [5] of a number of new conservation laws for 
Maxwell’s source-free equations in free space, thereby generalizing the 
familiar conservation law for electromagnetic energy, has been considerably 
extended using both relativistic and nonrelativistic considerations; see 
Dowker [3] and the references given in his paper. More recently, Broer 
[Z] considered an application to plane waves in free space, providing 
under these circumstances a method for determining the number of 
independent reciprocity relations, energy conservation equations, and 
zilch relations, as these newly discovered quantities have been designated. 
In particular, using the notation subsequently to be adopted in this 
paper, Broer observes that the vector equations 
aw, 
at 
= - curl wi, 
possess a reciprocity law 
(1) 
f (Xl. Yl + x2. Y,) + div(x, * y2 + y1 A x2) = 0, (2) 
where xi, x2; yi, y2 refer to two solutions of (1); an energy conservation 
law 
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-:? (+wr2 + $ws2) + div(w, A wa) = 0, 
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(3) 
and a zilch relation of the particular form 
2 6% at . curl wi + w2. curl w2) + div wr A Ti: + w2 A t:” = 0 
or 
a -(- aw2 at WI ‘T& + 71’2 * 2 w1 A 2 + w2 A 2 = 0, (4) 
a result that cannot be obtained merely by differentiating (3). In his 
application to plane waves, Broer deduced that the occurrence of zilch, 
as examined in a simple representation of (1) in Cartesian coordinates, 
was associated with the existence of more than one mode with the same 
propagation vector. 
Our objective is to generalize the original equations (l), and by adopting 
a definition of zilch based on (4) to deduce how many zilch relations of 
this form exist. The treatment does not preclude the existence of other 
forms of zilch; Lipkin has provided these for (1) and Broer has obtained 
their Cartesian forms for plane waves. Equations (1) and their generaliza- 
tions must possess a special property for the existence of zilch, requiring 
a more general treatment than that necessary in the case of plane waves. 
Equations (1) already possess this property, thereby failing to reveal 
its underlying nature. 
Both matrix notation and suffix notation will be used throughout 
this investigation, the summation convention being used consistently 
throughout. 
2. THE EQUATIONS 
Let wr, w2, . . ., TV, denote n vectors, each a function of time t and 
three spatial coordinates. They are given to satisfy n partial differential 
equations of the form 
awl -2 curl wi = ail at + 42 at + . . . -t ain 2 +ji 
(5) 
= aiif!$ + j,, 
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the constant coefficients aij forming the nonsingular square matrix A 
of order n. The ji represent source vectors, thereby providing n inhomo- 
geneous equations; if ji E 0, there remain n homogeneous equations. 
We seek conditions on the matrix A such that generalized forms of reciproc- 
ity, energy, and zilch exist; moreover, we enquire as to the total number 
of such independent forms. When such conditions are satisfied, we shall 
state that A is compatible for zilch. 
3. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
The source-free equations are first used to define suitable forms for 
zilch and reciprocity. Let X = (xi?) denote an n x n constant matrix 
to be found. At the most, there can be a2 such independent matrices. 
Let {X> denote a set consisting of Y independent matrices X that yield 
independent reciprocity relations when matrix A is compatible for zilch; 
here, Y embraces the maximum number of such independent forms 
derivable from A. Clearly (X} is not the null set, since, when n = 2, 
result (2) is an example based on (1). When required, we shall denote 
by {9X} a second possible independent set of Y matrices, each being an 
arbitrary linear combination of matrices in {X}. 9X itself will denote 
a linear combination of the matrices X. 
Let xi and yi be two solutions of the source-free equations 
awj 
curl wi = aij _ 
at 
Reciprocity flux density is defined to be xijxi A yj based on a. particular 
matrix X, the summation convention being employed. Then 
div(xijxi A yj) = xij(yj. curl xi - xi. curly,) 
axk aYk 
= xfjaikyj * at - x,jajk& ’ -It 
by interchanging suffixes in the second term. 
To yield a reciprocity volume density, we require each pair of suffixes 
i and K to apply to terms derived from the differential coefficient of the 
scalar product xk. yj. This is possible only if 
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.xijaik = - xk,aij 
or 
xklaij + aktxij = 0, 
a prime denoting the transpose. In other words, 
XA+,4’X-0. (7) 
Strictly, this constitutes n2 homogeneous equations in the n2 unknowns 
xi,, and the elimination of these quantities yields the necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of a matrix X, namely in partitioned 
form, 
A + a,$ a,,I a,,1 . . . 
a,,[ A + a,,1 a221 . 
%,I %,I A + a,,1 . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
= 0. 
If A is thus compatible for zilch, (6) yields the reciprocity relation 
div(xijx, A yj) + a;  (xijajkxi . yk) = 0,
the last parentheses representing a reciprocity volume density. 
The transpose of (7) is A’X’ + X’A = 0, showing that X’ E (9X). 
Hence X & X’ E {_YX}, and in particular we may focus attention without 
loss of generality only upon symmetric and skew-symmetric forms for 
X; such matrices will be designated consistently by the symbols S and 
N, respectively. 
In the sets (S} and (N} formed by this process, no repetition can occur, 
for if X, E {X} and X2 E {X} are such that 
Xi + Xi’ = il(X, + X2’), 
then this is contrary to the assertion that X,, X,‘, X2, X,’ are independent. 
In fact, the set of matrices {S} forms an independent set for the same 
reason, as do the matrices of the set {N}. Equal numbers of symmetric 
and skew-symmetric matrices are produced, namely frv. 
If SA + A’S = 0, postmultiplication by A yields 
(SA)A + A’(SA) = 0, 
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showing that SA E {9X}. Moreover, (SA)’ = A’S = - SA, so SA is 
skew-symmetric, and SA E {ZpN}, If S, and S, are two distinct members 
of {S}, then the two skew-symmetric matrices S,A and .S,A thus generated 
are independent, since, if S,A + ilS,A = 0, it follows that S, + AS, = 0 
because A is nonsingular, contrary to the supposition that S, and S, 
are distinct. In fact, the matrices in the set {SA} are all independent, 
and we may therefore write {SA) = {5?pN}. It would, of course, be 
rather unexpected if the actual set {N) were produced explicitly. 
The matrix NA possesses a similar property. If NA + A’N = 0, 
postmultiplication by A yields 
(NA)A + A’(NA) = 0. 
Hence NA E {2X}, and, since (NA)’ = - A’N = NA, it follows that 
NA is symmetric and that {NA} = (9.5). 
More generally, if A is compatible for zilch, and if X, E (X}, then 
X,A’ E {6pX}, where Y is an integer, but it is not true in general that 
the Y matrices Xi, X,A, X,A2, . . . , X,A”-1 are independent, so this process 
does not generate a set {9X}. This can be seen by considering a special 
case. If 
10 0 
A= 01 0 > 
i i 0 0 -1 
then the general solution of XA + A’X = 0 can easily be worked out 
to be 




c d 0 
where Y = 4. Whereas XA is independent of X, yet XA2 = X, so the 
matrices X, XA, XA2, XA3 do not form an independent set. 
4. NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT RECIPROCITY RELATIONS 
A is nonsingular, and we seek the number 
X such that XA + A’X = 0. We adapt the 
macher [4, p. 2151. 
v of independent matrices 
procedure given by Gant- 
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d may be transformed to canonical form D by a nonsingular matrix 
T; that is, 
T-'AT = D (det T # O), 
or 
A = TDT-' 
It will be recalled that, when A is symmetric, this is always possible, 
and that T may be chosen to be orthogonal. For a general matrix A, 
transformation to diagonal form is certainly possible provided that the 
H characteristic roots of A are distinct. But, if these roots are in any 
way repeated, then D may or may not be diagonal in form. More usually, 
for the repeated root, D will contain principal submatrices of the form /q 1 0 . . . 
Oql 
i ) ooq . . . . ...*.... 
The equation for X then becomes 
XTDT-1 + (TDT-l)'X=O, 
or 
(T'XT)D + D'(T'XT)= 0. 
Hence, if we seek a set of Y independent matrices B such that 
ND +D'B =O, 
then (X} may be taken to be {T'-lBTel}. Since T is assumed known, 
this procedure forms a mechanical means for generating the set {X}. 
If qi is a characteristic root of A, then - qi may or may not also be 
a root. In general, when both roots f qi exist, the canonical form D will 
contain principal square submatrices of the form 
qi 1 0 . . . 
(BiLZI = 
0 qi 1 . 
i i 
0 0 q< . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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of orders rij, respectively (the summation convention is not, of course, 
implied in the symbol used for this matrix), and submatrices of the form 
of order sij. The contribution to the Segre characteristic 
i_ qi for all values of j occurring may be written as 
[ . (Y,IYi2Y,:1. . .) (s,Is,&. . .) . . . ], 
each value of qi giving a similar contribution. 
from the roots 
is the total multiplicity of the roots qi and - qi, while 
C 2 (yij + sij) = no 
1 J’ 
the order of A. If, of course, qi occurs but once and - qi not at all, then 
the contribution to the Segre characteristic is merely [. . . 1. . .]. 
The canonical form D will consist of the matrices (qJrjj and (- qi)sLl 
arranged in partitioned form down the leading diagonal of D: 
(U,)“,, . . 
. . hL,, . . 
i: . 
. . . . . . . 
. (- qJ.s,, . . 
. . (&?, ’ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 
Let R be similarly partitioned: 
where P is square of order rrr, U is square of order rr2, Q has yll rows 
and y12 columns, and so on. The partitioned products BD + D’B contain 
the various products 
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Equations such as 
in which each of the two terms refer to the same characteristic root, 
yield upon inspection P = 0. Generally, whenever the same characteristic 
root occurs in both terms in an element of the product, the corresponding 
contribution to B can only be the null matrix. 
Again, when completely distinct roots, q1 and q2 say, occur in the 
two terms in an element of the product, then the corresponding contribu- 
tion to B is a null matrix. 
On the other hand, when a pair of roots with plus and minus signs 
appears in an element, a non-null contribution to B occurs. For example, 
V- 4rL,, + (41L,,~ = 0 
can be multiplied out, yielding for V a matrix of the form 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . 0 0 0 -d 
.O 0 d c 
. 0 -d -c -b 
. . . d c b a 
rr2 columns 
sll rows (8) 
being built up from the bottom right-hand element, until either the last 
column or last row is filled; the number of independent elements occurring 
is min(r,,, srr). The structure of this matrix is obvious from the example; 
special cases are 
The number of independent matrices B (and hence X) can now be 
seen. An inspection of the Segre characteristic containing those parts 
relating to the pair of roots f qi, namely, 
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[. . . (YilYi2Yi3. . . ) (SilSiZSi3. . . ) . . . 1) 
shows that for each pair yLP, sig there occurs a matrix in B of the form (8) 
containing min(rZp, s,,J independent elements, together with a second 
contribution shaped like its transpose. Hence, for + gi, there are 
2 C min(rLel sLq) 
PBS 
independent elements in B, so for all i there are 
independent elements. This is therefore the number Y of independent 
reciprocity relations. The condition for reciprocity and zilch, namely 
that A is compatible for zilch, is that 
C C mWip, siq) # 0. 
I 04 
In other words, there must be at least one characteristic root occurring 
with both plus and minus sign. 
5. NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT MATRICES OF TYPE BIl” 
As a parenthesis, we may now examine the number of independent 
matrices generated by the product BD’, and to this end we consider a 




For a given i in the Segre characteristic 
[. . . (Y‘fi2. . .) (S,&. . .) . . . ] 
a particular pair (rip, siq) gives rise in B to two submatrices U and I’ of 
form (8) with Y,~ rows, s,~ columns and yip columns, sSq rows, respectively; 
U and I/ each has min(rip, sig) independent elements. 
The product BD’ contains 
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so 2 a,BD’ contains the independent sums (upon explicit multiplication) 
embracing in all min(r+ siq) equations; a similar set arises by changing 
qi to - qi. The number of such sums is 2 min(rip, siq). For all pairs fi, 
q relating to qi, similar sets of sums arise, so the total number of independent 
sums relating to qi is only 
2 max min(rip, siq). 
PA 
This may also be written as 
2 min(max rip, max siq). 
P 4 
Hence, for all qi, the total number of independent 
M E 2 C max min(rtp, siy). 
t PA 
Now let N = M - 1. Then the equations 
%-1 
2 a,BD’ = 0 
r=O 
forms is 
have no nontrivial solution, since the matrix of the coefficients involves 
a determinant of the form 
1 1 41 412 . . . ~ 
1 2q, 
1: 02 :I 
. . . . . . . ..*...*... 
1 - q1 q12 . . . ; 
0 - 1 2q, 
i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .:. i 
1 q2 qz2 . . . ~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
this determinant, known as a confluent alternant determinant, cannot 
vanish since all the q’s involved are distinct; see Aitken [l, p. 1191. 
Hence the forms BD’ are independent for Y = 0, 1,2,. . ., M - 1. 
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But, if N = M, M + 1 constants a,, a,, . . ., aN can be found so that 
2 a,BD’ = 0, showing that there are only M independent products. 
6. ENERGY AND ZILCH 
We now return to the v independent reciprocity relations 
div(x,lx, A yj) + D(x,,a,,x, . yk) = 0, 
where D G a/at. We write the iv independent symmetric matrices S 
as (sij) and the iv independent skew-symmetric matrices N as (PZ,~), 
yielding distinct reciprocity relations 
div(sijxi A yi) + L)(sijajkxi. yk) = 0, (9) 
div(nijx, A yj) + D(nija,,x, * yk) = 0. PO) 
Since SA is skew, we may write sijalfi = tizik, and, since NA is symmetric, 
we write nijalk = S,,, the symbols {m> and {.q} being employed since in 
general these will not be explicitly identical to the sets {N} and {S}, 
respectively. 
We note that, if wi satisfies the homogeneous equations (5) with 
ji E 0, then x8 = Dmwi, yi = Dnwi also satisfy these homogeneous 
equations; this we shall call a derived identical substitution. 
Similarly, xi E Dma,kwk also satisfies these homogeneous equations, 
since 
curl xi = curl DRiaikwk = Dma,,akjDwj = aLkDx,. 
Likewise yi E Dnatkw, satisfies the homogeneous equations. Such chosen 
forms for xi and yi will be called derived transformed substitutions. 
Energy relations and their derived forms. \Ve employ the derived 
identical substitution in the skew-symmetric reciprocity relations (10) : 
cliv(n,JYwi A IYw,) + D(njpjkDmwi * D”w,) = 0, (11) 
the first parentheses representing a derived energy flux and the second 
a derived energy density. The basic energy relations occur when m = 
n = 0: 
div(nijw, A wj) + D(nija,,w, . wk) = 0. 
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The act of differentiating this basic relation any number of times with 
respect to t by Leibnitz theorem produces only linear combinations of 
(11). 
Zilch relations and their derived forms. We employ the derived identical 
substitution in the symmetric reciprocity relations (9) : 
div(sijDmwi A D%,) + D(sija,,D"w, . D”w,) = 0; (12) 
these are quite independent of the energy relations. The two parentheses 
represent zilch flux and density, respectively. The equations obtained 
by placing m = n = 0 (or m = n # 0) are now irrelevant, since the two 
parentheses vanish identically, as 
sijwi A w, = sjiwj A w, (interchanging suffices) 
= - sijwi A wj, 
which therefore vanishes. Similarly, 
sijajkwi * wk = nlkwi * wk = nkiwk * wi = - nrkwi . w,?, 
which again must vanish. 
The basic zilch relation is obtained by taking m = 0, n = 1: 
div(sijw, A Dwj) + D(sijajkwi . Dw,) = 0. 
Differentiation of this with respect to t merely produces combinations 
of (12). 
We may also employ the derived transformed substitution for yj, 
yielding 
or 
div(sijajkDmw, A Dnwk) + D(s, jajla,,Dmwi . Dnwk) = 0 
div(+&D”wj A D”wk) + D(+&a,,Dmwi * D”wJ = 0, 
being merely linear combinations of (11). Similarly, substitution into the 
skew-symmetric reciprocity relations yields zilch relations (12). 
Even more generally, when derived transformed substitutions are 
used for both x, and y,, symmetric reciprocity relations yield linear 
combinations of zilch and its derived forms, while skew-symmetric 
reciprocity relations yield linear combinations of energy and its derived 
forms. This is so because, for example, 
sijabkajlDmwk A D”w, = fizlaikDmwk A L)?vl = - SlliDmwk A Lhl 
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Every possibility is therefore embraced by using only the derived identical 
substitution. It has been necessary to show this, since Broer [2] uses 
an elementary example of the transformed substitution in his application 
to Maxwell’s equations. 
7. RATE OF LOSS OF ENERGY AND ZILCH PER UNIT VOLUME 
Using the same definitions (ll), (12) for energy and zilch, we now 
consider the inhomogeneous equation (Fj), retaining the source terms ji: 
div(xijD”wi A D”wj) + D(xijajkDmwi - D”w,) 
= xij(D”wj * curl D”mi - Dmwi . curl D”w,) 
+ xija&Y’ hi * D9vk + xijajkDmwi . D” ‘lwk 
= xijDttwj . (azkD’” .-’ wk + D”ji) - xijDmwi - (a,,D”‘-‘w, + D”jj) 
+ xkcaijD’ntlwk * Dnwj + xijajkDTnw,. D”‘lwk 
= ~~~~~~~~ . D”ji - xiiDnmi - D”j j, (13) 
since xijajk + ajixjk = 0. The negative of this quantity (13) represents 
the rate of loss of energy or zilch per unit volume. 
For energy, this rate of loss equals nji(Dnw, * D”ji + Dmwj * D”j,), 
while for zilch it takes the form sil(Dmwj . D”ji - Dnwj * D”ji). If m = N, 
these forms simplify to 2njiDnwj * D”ji and zero, respectively. The basic 
energy and zilch equations yield, respectively, 2njiw, . ji and sij(wj * Dji - 
Dwj * jJ. The usual ohmic loss in electromagnetic theory would appear 
among the former quantities. 
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